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Information Sheet: Courses of several sessions 

 
Studying a part of the Bible through a number of sessions can enable a deep engagement with 
that part of Scripture. BILC has either commissioned or collected into this tool-box a number 
of these courses. 
 
Studies on the Book of Ruth – this eight-session set of studies was written originally for 
use at the ACC meeting in Lusaka, Zambia in April 2016. They are accompanied by a 
series of woodcuts depicting the story of Ruth in dramatic fashion. 
Ruth in French 
Ruth in Spanish 
 
Studies on the Book of Jonah – this four-session set of studies were written by the 
same group of Biblical scholars that produced the studies on Ruth. The studies go 
beyond just the story of Jonah to ask how this small book speaks into the wider message 
of Scripture. 
 
Exploring the Gospels side by side: there four Gospels, all about the life, teaching, 
mission, ministry, death and resurrection of Jesus. They offer us four different accounts 
but might we gain new insights into Jesus by exploring them together, in parallel? These 
studies give an introduction to exploring the first three Gospels in this way and then 
take us into 6 studies from Jesus’ life.  
 
Study Course on what the Anglican Communion has said about the Bible -  this six-
session study course invites us to explore the themes and principles that emerge from 
what the Anglican Communion has said about the Bible through its official documents, 
statement and resolutions. It does this by studying a range of passages of different 
genres of Scripture. 
 
Pilgrim Course – a six-session course produced by the Church of England exploring the 
Bible as breath, living water, lamp, two-edged sword and daily bread. 
 
Mapping Matthew, Mark, Luke and John – Norwich Diocese [England]. These Norwich 
Maps – are a series of five ‘maps’ that take us on a journey through each of the Gospels 
with word and image. 

 

 
 
 


